This One is for You, Fartface
By So I Hear You Like Lowbrow Humor

DICKLAND, MI – It was discovered recently in the small town of Dickland that the “Suckiest suckface that ever did suck” has been living among the locals for the last four years. Researchers at the Dickland Institute of Knowledge (DIK) published a report earlier this week that the town’s irreverent and satirical magazine, the Daily Pull, is being run by a complete nincompoop.

“It’s just amazing to us how stupid the Daily Pull editor is!” cried one of the DIK researchers in non-scientific terms. “It’s incredible to us how much this Dicklander can really just… suck.”

A special task force, the Warriors Against Nimrod Grammarians (WANGs) was sent in to the editor-in-question’s house last Wednesday to apprehend him/her/it. Upon arrest, the dipshit reportedly screamed, “But how-why I am arrested for being, for, why? I good job editor, yes, words and cat funny. Mmm these pants feel warm…” Just as the stench of urine began to permeate the house, the Dickland WANGs hauled off the idiot to the DIK to probe further into this issue.

It turns out that the editor, whose gender remains unidentifiable due to it refusing to take its pants off for strangers, had been driven to insanity by scathing comments from an extremist group in Dickland. The Comrades Opposing Courtesy, COC for short, began sending vehement hate mail to the Daily Pull. “YOU’RE NOT FUCKING FUNNY,” they cried. “Stop trying to do actual satire! WHAT HAPPENED TO THE LOW BROW HUMOR AND DICK JOKES? FUCK YOU, YOU SUCK, LOLOLOL I LIKE MEMES.”

DICKLAND WANGs hauled off the idiot to the DIK to probe further into this issue.
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously… like hitting a bird!
realized that the media didn’t want the public to know. Reported one News Corp. insider “I mean we had a good thing going. Sarah would say something crazy and then we would cover it. She still does that really well... what we are going to mess is telling investors she is going to run.” Why would News Corp. be making political career choices for Sarah Palin? “Money,” went on the source. “There was the reer choices for Sarah Palin? “Money,” political career, according to Roger Ailes, creator of Fox News Channel said “she’s hot”. It must be noted that Roger Ailes is himself, middle aged, white, and overweight.

When asked why “overweight, white, middle aged viewership” increases when Sarah Palin is on air Roger Ailes, creator of Fox News Channel said “it’s hot”. It must be noted that Roger Ailes is himself, middle aged, white, and overweight.

With news of Sarah Palin not running came a near panic on Wall Street.

When asked why she turned down the chance to run, Palin had only this to say “It kind of sounds like a near panic on Wall Street. They have been counting on this government subsidy of Sarah Palin Units for months now. We are all royally f**ked.” It seems as though the whole New York Stock Exchange keeps a close eye on the Palin Index - an index of how much media coverage Sarah Palin receives. Using the index, an investor can easily correlate the potential profit gains of a given media entity. Less Palin, less money for Wall Street.

When asked why she turned down the chance to run, Palin had only this to say “It kind of sounds like a near panic on Wall Street. They have been counting on this government subsidy of Sarah Palin Units for months now. We are all royally f**ked.” It seems as though the whole New York Stock Exchange keeps a close eye on the Palin Index - an index of how much media coverage Sarah Palin receives. Using the index, an investor can easily correlate the potential profit gains of a given media entity. Less Palin, less money for Wall Street.

One member of the SOC noted, “We’re really proud of the WANGs for taking in that fucking stupid topper. I bet that duper editor had tons of free time and didn’t even try to run the place. In fact, I bet the writers were all perfect and never did anything wrong, and everything that went wrong at that damned Daily Pull was completely, 100%, unfailingly the editor’s fault. Good riddance!” The editor remains in custody, to the relief of many whiny assholes in the greater Dickland area. Rumors are circulating that without that moron’s leadership, the Daily Pull is falling into total disrepair, but anti-Pull advocates insist that discord and disarray are better than high-brow satire. “I’d rather have no entertainment in my life than read an occasional coherent thought,” exclaimed the biggest SOC of all.

The editor is not slated for release anytime soon, but it has put in a plea to the People Emancipating Nitwits from Incorrect Sentencing (PENIS) to represent it in the Judicial Interests Zone (JIZ) during trial. TLDR version – See, I can make stupid jokes, too. Assholes.